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City of Modesto v. Dow Chemical et al.
Jan Greben, Lead Attorney - Greben & Associates, John Lambie, Expert Witness
Underground pollution was found in water wells for a municipality, subsequently those pollutants were
blamed on a variety of businesses, including our client, a dry cleaning chain. Using underground flow
diagrams, archival microfiched records and animation, we were able to prove that our client was not
responsible for the chemicals or the pollution.
Yellow Rock v. Sasol
Deborah Kutchler, McGready Richeson - Abbott Simses &
Krutcher
A drilling company ran into pressure differentials down
hole adjacent to a fault and one of the Louisiana Salt
Domes. One of the Domes had been turned into a secure
storage facility for petroleum reserves. The drilling
company claimed that the Salt Dome storage well was
leaking and causing the increased pressures which blew
out the drilling string and closed the well. They sued for
damages and total lifetime potential earnings. Using
geologically accurate 3D animation, placing geographic
features in scale to support expert testimony, the
responsibility was removed from our client, the owners of
the storage facility.
Duke Energy Field Services v. Union Pacific
Resources (UPR)
Ann Weber, Senior Attorney for Duke Energy,
John Lambie, Remediation Expert
Duke purchased gas properties from UPR on a
fast track, once the due diligence was complete,
costs for correcting environmental problems
surpassed the set aside amounts for corrections
and Duke asked for additional consideration.
UPR took a aggressive stance to refute the
claims, using a hi-tech presentation to
underscore its poorly researched opinions.
Working with remediation experts, Doug formed
a creative team and produced within 21 days a
major rebuttal in cooperation with expert
witnesses. Doug’s team researched, designed,
and produced graphics which explained scientific
principles of underground pollution at 60 sites. The resulting show incorporated linked GPS data, Satellite
imaging and 3D animation created specifically for the subject. Disagreement was resolved prior to filing.

State of Montana v. Arco
Robert Connery, Lead Attorney - Holland & Hart
During two years of pretrial work, including
preparation for multiple hearings, Doug managed
a technological adaptation at the Great Falls
Federal Courtroom, assisted in production of
expert exhibits including 30 minutes of animation
animating trout life cycles in addition to
collecting, compiling and contrasting 21 days of
helicopter aerial video surveys of dozens of local
rivers and streams. He built a GPS database and
linked interactive demonstratives. Trial lasted
three months.

